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About This Game

Runaway: A Twist of Fate is the adventure game of the year! Featuring a production worthy of a big 2D animated movie,
Runaway follows a story full of twists and turns, and packed with comical highlights. All in all, you will be confronted with

more than 200 mysteries and puzzles to keep your brain running through a big adventure that you will never forget!

Some say that Brian saw aliens and that he killed someone. Others say that he wanders in the streets of New York, or that he
parties in Hawaii. Some even believe that he is dead… But his girlfriend Gina will do everything possible to find him and prove

to anyone that they are wrong. Help Brian and Gina solve the mysteries of their greatest adventure packed with humor,
suspense, twists, golden chickens, lies and a happy ending… even two happy endings!

Key Features:

A rich scenario, hilarious humor, and stellar realization make Runaway: A Twist of Fate a great adventure game.
Visit nearly one hundred exceptional visual sets with unequalled detail.
Dozens of charismatic 3D characters perfectly integrated in the 2D sets.
An improved engine for better sound and visual quality.
Different levels of difficulty and a new, fully interactive help system to adapt itself to all players, both novice and
experienced.
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First impressions:

* High speed, action filled, Sonic-style game
* Challenging level design
* Awesome graphics and music
* Animations (cut-scenes) not measuring up to the quality of the rest of the game

All in all, would recommend!. Great Game really passes the time. This is a game about a ifeminine male being transfered into
all-girls school after being bullied for mearly his apperance and mannerisims. As he is not transgender, he has to hide his
identity in the new school.

Now i enjoy choices a plenty in VNs since they give me a sense that im drivig the story, but i feel if i rove this story it wouldnt
have been as impactful as this was. Its clear the author had a story they wated to tell. It stirred my love for VNs again, i love
good story telling. I do have some gripes but its something im really sad to 100%, because i know i wont have any incentive to
boot it up again, and i just love this game. However, its WELL worth the asking price

Length-4/5:
This is more a personal gripe, since if i love something, i want to enjoy it. the story itself lasted, for me, 2 hours. but the endings
can add quite a bit to it. one even added another hour of story. however i that same time, i finished 2 other character endings

Endings-4/5:
The choices in the game are strictly to determine which ending you get. since thres only 4 areas you get choices in, its strict, in
that if you dont pick a certain combonation, youll get the exteamly disapointing Basic Ending. but the choices make getting your
ending easier since it makes it obvious who your effecting. Did i mention the Basic Ending? i mean, there are cliffhangers, there
is cutting to black mid sentence, then theres this games Basic Ending...

Characters-4/5:
Characters in this game have there own parts, naturally when trying to make everyone as unique as possible. However some of
the characters seem like they dont belong. Im still trying to figure out why Harely is a thing. In any ending but her own, she has
one one line, and its always the same one. I especially like how Dawn and Sylvia was made. Maria has to be my personal
favorite though, when you consider all that characters been through, it makes Detriot schools look functional. And they still
smile. The characters hold Christian ideals as far as the nasty goes, therefor theres nothing to that effect. However theyre
incredably open minded, even one character who is very uncomfertable about the MC.

Story-4/5:
The only bits of the story that changes is directly after the choices you make, everything else is the same. Not that thats a bad
thing, just your choices arnt reflected untill you reach certain endings. the MCs backstory, as i said before, makes Detroit
schools look tame, atleast at first, but get mre mellowed out throughout the story, and even has closure in on ending. The author
has a story he wanted to tell here, and he told it. There is alot of funny moments in this game, infact i can see this story being is
own anime.

Rating-4/5:
In all the above areas, i could find atlest one thing holding it down, the extreamity of the bullies, Haley feeling like a tacked on
character, the basic ending...however the game is well worth the price, and i can see myself 100% it, keep it installed. i love the
music, i love the story, the emotional aspect it stirred in me. The characters and how they interact with eachother and the MCs
PTSD.

Edit:
Now that i 100% this game...

I still have no idea why Harley is in this.. Probably the best value of the Warhammer DLCs. This update adds some really nice
units and Regiments of Renown for the Greenskins and Dwarves but also two fun, unique campaigns.
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The campaigns let you play as Skarsnik, a Goblin lord, or Belegar, a Dwarven lord. They have their own starting points and each
has a gimmick wherein they suffer map penalties until they control Karak Eight Peaks, a settlement far from their starting point.
It's a good way of adding a challenge and a defined goal to the map.

Skarsnik starts out in kind of a tougher spot, but has upgrades in his skill tree that can turn Gobbo armies into an armor-
piercing, poisonous nightmare. Belegar has more early economic restrictions, but starts with his four ghostly ancestor hero units
that can really hold their own in combat.

These campaigns aren't world-changers but I like their unique feel and play and it adds to the overall very good value of this
DLC pack.. clunky movement with sometimes noaction when called.. This game gets surprisingly stale quick, on top of that the
optimisation is horrible, I have a gtx 1060 and an core i7 and the moment I place some T-rexes or a flock of seagulls the fps
crawls down to a depressing 1-5 frames.
The game feels like a demo than a game.

This game can be good if you have a spare £6.99 to waste and a beefy computer.
But if not, don't bother with this game.. Great pack, but including it in the "British Isles" pack might start a riot!. A very plain
hidden object game requiring more patience than intelligence. On top of the boredom I felt after a bit, it surprisingly managed
to disgust me with its gory content.
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Short and positively lovely.
Goofy but well written characters make The Haunted Island a place you should definitely visit.. quot;A Breakout clone with a
story"

+ intresting powerups
- small levels
- feels incomplete

i would rather play "Drawkanoid" from humble originals. This series is one of my favourites and I'm really pleased about it
being released on steam. This is the Vita version of the game without the original super famicom game as a bonus, this means
some extra levels that the 3DS version did not have and graphical and performance improvements (better looking models,
textures, 60fps instead of 30, more background elements like birds).

The gameplay of the series is probably best described as a physics based puzzle platformer. But rather than pushing a box onto a
button the puzzle part comes from how best to use the fishing lure and the swinging mechanics to get to the end of each stage.
It's extremely satiisfying when you swing around to the exit in a way that makes it look like you knew what you were doing. It
definitely requires you to get familiar with the controls before you can really get... in the swing of things. The tutorials at the
beginning of the game are a bit much though, the original game had small little cutscenes showing an example of how to use
swinging that you may not have thought of, but this game likes to completely spell it out in text which slows down the beginning
of the game, especially if you are already familiar with how to play. Thankfully these can be turned off in the options

The swinging mechanics aren't identical between the three games. Personally I'd prefer more horizontal swinging control like
the super famicom game had, but these elvels are designed around the physics that are there.

Much like the other games in the series, the boss fights are some of the worst stages, this is pretty much a result of the controls
not being designed for what they want you to be doing in them. There aren't that many in this game, and this game's bosses are
much better than the previous games, except maybe the crab.

I still have no idea when the time stop function is supposed to be used, this is not the kind of game where that allows you to
carefully plan when to launch your lure, and you can't even launch it when time is stopped so it will mess up your timing more
than anything unless you're using the character that slows time instead. Also the quick retry function only works on stages you've
already beaten which kind of makes it pointless as if you've already beaten it then you probably don't need to retry that often.

Overall I'd say this is a good port. However there are no resolution options so you have to play in a sub-720p resolution, and you
can only map controls according to the vita controls i.e. only two shoulder buttons, which is disappointing because I would have
liked to map downwards diagonals to the extra shoulder buttons for extra accuracy.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 fields 33, 24, 46, 35, 59 and 54 though.. probably one of the best games I ever played that requires
focus. The interesting part is that the music is so good that its not only a visionary focus, but rather a focus on how the beat will
fit the music.

would've loved more levels as I finished the game in 113 minutes, but then you look at the price and appreciate the quality vs
number of levels.

10/10 would recommend.. A very nice game at 1$ :D
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